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About Costbrokers
 
Since 2017 in Geneva-Switzerland Costbrokers SA (www.costbrokers.ch) is
proposing a new vision in supplier relationships. We provide cost optimisation
and business performance enhancement to Swiss and International companies.
We offer consulting services to our clients such as market intelligence and
overall supplier optimisation based on success fee models. Our experts and
consultants are best-in-class in their fields and we share our values of smart,
practical and team-centric spirit with our clients.
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Despite such a harmless definition of the noun change
(an act or process through which something becomes
different), it often invokes a feeling of fright and/or panic.
When things have been done in a way for a certain
amount time, we achieve consistency; we develop and
grow within this consistency and most of our lives
(personal and professional) rely  on it.
 
 Indeed, consistency lays a solid foundation for present
activities and foreseeable future too. However, if
consistency is interrupted, repetitive actions becomes
bumpy and predictive mechanism uncertain.
 
The world of production (goods and services) is
changing, traditional work patterns are no longer feasible
the same old way. Production plants, warehouses,
commerce, banks, etc. are quickly modernising.
Connected machines are executing many labor tasks
and take decisions too with unmatched efficiency. Given
this context, change can be then somewhat blunt ...
 
In light of these facts, I believe that industrial / services
partnerships with overall type of outsourcing
relationships have to gain from new assessment, proven
methodology and set of responsive digital tools. This to
ensure those significant business relations become in
the long term a greater source of progress and superior
value creation.
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Overview
The question to start outsourcing or not comes mainly in the decision makers'
agendas when a company (hereafter Client) is looking for alternative means to
reduce or optimise production/service costs. In other words, it is for the Client to
identify and select a viable solution to produce goods and/or services at a lower
cost than if it was produced or delivered in-house.
 
However, Costbrokers suggests to decision makers  some other reasons to select
 outsourcing going beyond the single economic choice.

Issue 1

The economic and financial reasons to start outsourcing are indeed priorities as explained
above. It is important to emphasize that these economic reasons must also be based on an
intelligent and collective decision considering the entire ecosystem of the Parties (ie.: Client
and Supplier).
 
In many cases, Clients tend to value the short-term economic projected gains generated
by outsourcing (re: minimising cost). With that only focus, it is a safe bet that this type of
outsourcing decision and model will become frustrating rather quickly (less than a year),
according to market latest studies.
 Therefore, it is kind of wise to consider relationship and outsourcing models other than as a
basic low-cost solution. 
Indeed, extra considerations in favor of outsourcing are varied and numerous as follows:
 - Access to knowledge, skills and experience that is not available at the Client
 - Stimulate new practices and pilots vs. legacy way of working
 - Benchmark new results vs on-going performance
 - Be more flexible in answering market fluctuations (supply and demand)
 - Quick access to some foreign markets
 - Share investments needed for start-up projects or/and new markets expansion
 
Briefly speaking, Costbrokers has both the conviction and the objective to provide sound
business cases having strong ratio between economic considerations to outsource (re:
savings) and extra qualitative outputs for their Clients. 03

Is outsourcing a model for 
spending less or better?



Issue 2

Costbrokers always shares with its Clients different economic and operational patterns to guide their
decision among the various existing outsourcing & SRM models.
 
For companies currently asking themselves this question, it is critical for them to understand and
measure potential risks going with the decision of outsourcing as well as operating a thorough
evaluation of their Suppliers’ portfolio.
 
For the sake of illustration, Costbrokers assists their Clients in their Suppliers’ evaluation as such:
 
• Suppliers 1.0 - Approved
• Suppliers 2.0 - Preferred
• Suppliers 3.0 - Strategic
• Suppliers 4.0 - Developers 
 
Suppliers may be qualified in stage 4.0 as “Suppliers-Developers” when a gain shared model is at stake
between the Parties. Such qualification is validated when the objective of creating in common a superior
business value is met (1 + 1 = 3). In some cases, we refer to a disruptive solution developed in
common between the Client and the Supplier.
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Is the supplier relationship management (“SRM”) based on a 
single model?



Issue 3
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The repetitive pitfalls in Outsourcing and SRM (obvious but common...)

In the spirit of client strongest interests, Costbrokers always lays out to its Clients the 5
main reasons why outsourcing goes wrong, mainly when:
 
(i) Expectations and objectives are not clear, explained, measurable and understood
between Parties,
 
 (ii) Interests are inconsistent between Parties especially when the pricing model designed
by the Client does not compensate Supplier on a fair and objective basis,
 
 (iii) Poor communication substance. It is about communicating context, challenges and
recommendations and establishing a cadence to review tasks and results. Outsourcing
requires a real effort in terms of communication governance from the Parties,
 
 (iv) Poor communication style and condescending manner and tone. In fact, each Party
may find easy to finger pointing at the failings of the other rather than resolve the issues
jointly,
 
 (v) Mutual interests are ignored while an effective outsourcing model depends on the
success of each Party both in terms of collaboration and in economic terms.
 
In addition to these common pitfalls between Parties, Costbrokers invites its Clients to
consider also a collegial outsourcing decision made internally to avoid cross-functional
misalignment and extra failures per consequence.
 
For example, outsourcing must fit fully with the Client’s corporate tax set-up (both for the
mother company and subsidiaries). Same goes with data privacy directives and
information security requirements. It is therefore critical to gather around the table the
relevant Functions such as Taxes, Privacy, Technology (well beyond Finance, Legal and
Operations) before launching a market consultation.

 



Issue 4
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The promotion of a well-designed and successful outsourcing within 
several industries

The world of production (goods and services) is changing so quickly that it’s hard to keep
up with the production pace and sophistication. Perhaps operating models seem more
complicated now or simply not fair compared to a decade ago. But trends analysis, a solid
planning, thorough innovation and digital tools can help shape a meaningful outsourcing
management.
 
Outsourcing is a mature market with several geographical layers (global, regional and local)
mixed with functional dimensions.
 
Costbrokers supports its Clients in their outsourcing strategy and implementation and can
assist several natures of projects such as:
 
   - Financial & Accounting Outsourcing (FAO)
   - Business Process Outsourcing (BPO)
   - Outsourcing Technology (ITO)
   - Legal Outsourcing (LPO)
   - Contract and Research Outsourcing (CRO)
   - Maintenance and Repair Outsourcing (MRO)

 



Conclusion

To conclude, outsourcing does not mean poor quality sub-contracting model unless
for amateurs. In fact, Costbrokers assist Clients to design and implement outsourcing
as a productive and strategic leverage within business plans. We (as a working group)
enable savings and extra performance given that we accept the same outsourcing
manual between Parties.
 
On a last final optional note, we can also introduce you a proven digital SRM solution
capable to decipher, monitor and report KPIs and obligations (yes, obligations too!) on
a real time mode. No more uncontrolled spend and value leakage in between your
outsourcing agreements and their implementation thanks to the power of automation
and digitalisation dedicated to SRM. So, you will be fully capable to make your
outsourcing a financial and business success together and be in control of your
changes.
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